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TABOU
Da Curve 73 2005
*******************************************************************************
Descrizione
Based on the shape of the last years test winner, Tabou brings forward the evolution of the ‘classic wave’ board – Da Curve. The boards are shorter
with a new tail rocker line, which gives the board a more reactive nature without loosing what made the previous years so easy and radical.

Designed for sailors who want a carving board with lots of speed and control in the turns and especially down-the-line windsurfing, making it easy to
draw powerful curves in medium to big waves with full speed.

Da Curve has a super fast ‘rail to rail’ turn due to it’s narrow tail and fine details, giving you confidence off the bottom turn allowing you to set up for the
big smack.

The center section has a flat rocker designed for early planning and easy speed, which makes it an excellent jumping board and ideal for onshore
conditions.

Da Curve is an easy radical board.

Costruzione
Bottom> Double Sandwich S glass
Deck > Double sandwich Carbon Kevlar
DESIGN DETAILS
Triple curve rocker line speed easy planning, turning, forgiving on reentry
Outline narrow power carving, control, fast rail to rail
Shorter outline lighter nose = easy planning and well balanced board.
V Double concave forgiving with lot of grip in the turn and smooth on chop
Fin rails lot of grip and faster rail to rail
Heavy duty construction free your mind from breaking the board

*******************************************************************************
Misure
Bottom:
Deck:
Fins Box: US std
Fins material:
Fins number & size: 20 W
Fins range:
Fins recommended:
Kick:
Larghezza - height (cm.): 52.5
Line:
Lunghezza - width (cm.): 238
Nose:
Outline:
Pads:
Peso - weight (kg.): 6.1
Prezzo - price (?):
Rail:
Rocker:
Sail range: 3,5 > 5,2
Shaper:
Strap positions:
Straps (Back ) from tail (cm.):
Straps Dist. between (cm.):

Tail:
Technology construction:
Thickness:
Volume (l.): 73

*******************************************************************************
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